Cluster analysis in the COPDGene study identifies subtypes of smokers with distinct patterns of airway disease and emphysema
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BACKGROUND
There is notable heterogeneity in the clinical presentation of patients with COPD. To characterise this heterogeneity, we sought to identify subgroups of smokers by applying cluster analysis to data from the COPDGene study.

Methods We applied a clustering method, k-means, to data from 10 192 smokers in the COPDGene study. After splitting the sample into a training and validation set, we evaluated three sets of input features across a range of k (user-specified number of clusters). Stable solutions were tested for association with four COPD-related measures and five genetic variants previously associated with COPD at genome-wide significance. The results were confirmed in the validation set.

Findings We identified four clusters that can be characterised as (1) relatively resistant smokers (ie, no/mild obstruction and minimal emphysema despite heavy smoking), (2) mild upper zone emphysema-predominant, (3) airway disease-predominant and (4) severe emphysema. All clusters are strongly associated with COPD-related clinical characteristics, including exacerbations and dyspnoea (p<0.001). We found strong genetic associations between the mild upper zone emphysema group and rs1980057 near HHIP, and between the severe emphysema group and rs8034191 in the chromosome 15q region (p<0.001). All significant associations were replicated at p<0.05 in the validation sample (12/12 associations with clinical measures and 2/2 genetic associations).

Interpretation Cluster analysis identifies four subgroups of smokers that show robust associations with clinical characteristics of COPD and known COPD-associated genetic variants.

ABSTRACT

What is the key question?
Can distinct subtypes of pulmonary damage be identified in smokers?

What is the bottom line?
Cluster analysis in the COPDGene study identifies four clusters of smokers with distinct patterns of airway wall thickness, emphysema and emphysema distribution, and these subtypes show strong association with relevant clinical measures and known COPD-associated genetic variants.

Why read on?
This paper demonstrates robust clustering results that identify clinically important subgroups of smokers in the largest COPD subtyping study to date.
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ABSTRACT

Background There is notable heterogeneity in the clinical presentation of patients with COPD. To characterise this heterogeneity, we sought to identify subgroups of smokers by applying cluster analysis to data from the COPDGene study.

Methods We applied a clustering method, k-means, to data from 10 192 smokers in the COPDGene study. After splitting the sample into a training and validation set, we evaluated three sets of input features across a range of k (user-specified number of clusters). Stable solutions were tested for association with four COPD-related measures and five genetic variants previously associated with COPD at genome-wide significance. The results were confirmed in the validation set.

Findings We identified four clusters that can be characterised as (1) relatively resistant smokers (ie, no/mild obstruction and minimal emphysema despite heavy smoking), (2) mild upper zone emphysema-predominant, (3) airway disease-predominant and (4) severe emphysema. All clusters are strongly associated with COPD-related clinical characteristics, including exacerbations and dyspnoea (p<0.001). We found strong genetic associations between the mild upper zone emphysema group and rs1980057 near HHIP, and between the severe emphysema group and rs8034191 in the chromosome 15q region (p<0.001). All significant associations were replicated at p<0.05 in the validation sample (12/12 associations with clinical measures and 2/2 genetic associations).

Interpretation Cluster analysis identifies four subgroups of smokers that show robust associations with clinical characteristics of COPD and known COPD-associated genetic variants.

BACKGROUND
The clinical presentation of COPD is heterogeneous. Smoking-related damage manifests as airway wall thickening, loss of small airways, emphysematous lung destruction and a range of extrapulmonary manifestations. However, these specific manifestations may vary in individual smokers. COPD heterogeneity has been broadly characterised as emphysema-predominant and airway-predominant disease,1 2 and the varying amounts of airway obstruction and emphysema present in an individual can be described with quantitative CT measures. In addition to the emphysema-airway characterisation, additional subtypes have been proposed in an effort to further refine our understanding of smoking-related lung damage. Some of these, such as upper lobe-predominant emphysema and the “frequent-exacerbator” subtype, have important consequences for clinical management.3 5 The most widely accepted current definition of COPD is that of the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD 2007).6 Based primarily on spirometry, GOLD 2007 confirms the diagnosis of COPD based on FEV1/FVC and classifies disease severity based on FEV1.
has arguably led to improved recognition, diagnosis and treatment of the disease.6 7 However, the GOLD 2007 criteria do not fully describe the heterogeneity of COPD,8 9 and the most recent GOLD 2011 criteria add clinical characteristics to define new classes.10 GOLD provides clear cut-offs to define presence/absence of COPD based on FEV1 and FEV1/FVC; however, spirometric measures, as well as associated CT scan characteristics such as emphysema, have a continuous distribution in the population, indicating that the smoking-related damage characteristic of COPD is likely a continuous process that can also be present in subjects who have not yet developed airflow obstruction meeting standard criteria.

One rationale for the simplicity of the GOLD 2007 criteria is that there is substantial overlap between different disease characteristics and among proposed subtypes. It is a challenge to synthesise the various smoking-related subtypes proposed in the literature because subtypes may overlap or be defined in ways that are not complementary. In an effort to derive data-driven COPD classifications, investigators have recently employed unsupervised machine learning approaches.11–13 The benefit of such approaches is that they employ quantitative methods to define subtypes, but the challenge in applying these approaches for clinical subtype identification is that they are designed primarily for data exploration rather than specific hypothesis testing. As a result, the generalisability and reproducibility of machine-learned COPD subtype classifications in independent data samples has been largely unexplored.

We hypothesised that k-means, a widely used unsupervised clustering method, would identify novel, clinically relevant subtypes when applied to quantitative chest CT, spirometric and clustering method, would identify novel, clinically relevant subtypes, but the challenge in applying these approaches for clinical subtype identification is that they are designed primarily for data exploration rather than specific hypothesis testing. As a result, the generalisability and reproducibility of machine-learned COPD subtype classifications in independent data samples has been largely unexplored.
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We hypothesised that k-means, a widely used unsupervised clustering method, would identify novel, clinically relevant subtypes when applied to quantitative chest CT, spirometric and clustering method, would identify novel, clinically relevant subtypes, but the challenge in applying these approaches for clinical subtype identification is that they are designed primarily for data exploration rather than specific hypothesis testing. As a result, the generalisability and reproducibility of machine-learned COPD subtype classifications in independent data samples has been largely unexplored.
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We hypothesised that k-means, a widely used unsupervised clustering method, would identify novel, clinically relevant subtypes when applied to quantitative chest CT, spirometric and clustering method, would identify novel, clinically relevant subtypes, but the challenge in applying these approaches for clinical subtype identification is that they are designed primarily for data exploration rather than specific hypothesis testing. As a result, the generalisability and reproducibility of machine-learned COPD subtype classifications in independent data samples has been largely unexplored.
difference in sample size between the training and validation samples is due to differences in missing data (see online supplement).

Defining feature subsets
Factor analysis on the comprehensive feature set identified four factors that individually accounted for at least 5% of the variance in the data. Features with the top loadings for these factors were functional residual capacity (FRC) % predicted, FEV1% predicted, CT-quantified emphysema at −950 Hounsfield units (HU) and bronchodilator responsiveness as a % of FEV1. For the core feature set, correlation filtering yielded a set of four features—FEV1% predicted, CT-quantified emphysema, segmental wall area% and emphysema distribution (log ratio of upper third/lower third emphysema).

Prioritising clustering solutions by cluster stability
Cluster stability for the three feature sets is shown in figure 1. Seven stable clustering solutions with NMI > 0.9 were prioritised for further evaluation. We examined the clinical and genetic associations of these seven solutions in the training sample. For the comprehensive and top factor feature sets, the highest stability results were for k=2. These solutions largely replicated the traditional COPD case–control distinction and were likely driven by the case–control design and recruitment strategy of COPDGene.

For the core feature set, highly stable clustering was observed for a range of k from 2 to 5. Figure 2 shows the characteristics of the clustering features for the k=3 to k=5 solutions and the pattern in which clusters emerge as k increases. Based on the strong pattern of cluster-specific clinical and genetic associations, the k=4 core feature (CF4) solution was selected for further validation.

Cluster characteristics
Cluster characteristics for the CF4 solution are shown in table 2. The four clusters can be characterised as low susceptibility smokers, mild upper zone emphysema-predominant, airway-predominant and severe emphysema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Baseline characteristics of the training and validation data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>4187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>59.5 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, % female</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, % African-American</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1, % of predicted</td>
<td>76.9 (25.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1/FVC</td>
<td>0.67 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack-years, median (IQR)</td>
<td>39.3 (28.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>28.9 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphysema at −950HU, median (IQR)</td>
<td>1.8 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper/lower emphysema ratio (IQR)</td>
<td>0.8 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmental airway wall thickness</td>
<td>61.4 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper/lower lobe emphysema difference (IQR)</td>
<td>−0.17 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas trapping (IQR)</td>
<td>14.5 (24.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD unclassifiable*, %</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking controls, %</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD 1, %</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD 2, %</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD 3, %</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD 4, %</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*GOLD unclassifiable refers to subjects with a FEV1% predicted <80 but FEV1/FVC >0.7.
Cluster 1: relatively resistant smokers
Cluster 1 represents 38% of the COPDGene training sample and is characterised by heavy smoking exposure with no or minimal airflow obstruction, as well as lower emphysema (p<0.001 for comparison with clusters 2 and 4) and airway wall thickness (p<0.001 for all cluster comparisons) compared with the more severely affected clusters. The majority of individuals in the relatively resistant cluster are control smokers or GOLD stage 1 (figure 3).

Cluster 2: mild upper zone-predominant emphysema
Cluster 2 represents 15% of the training sample and is characterised by mild airflow obstruction and mild emphysema with marked upper zone-predominance (p values compared with other clusters <0.001). The average amount of emphysema in this group is modest (mean emphysema = 3.31%), though the range is broad and nearly a quarter of this cluster has greater than 5% emphysema. As shown in figure 3, most of the individuals in the mild upper zone emphysema cluster are control smokers or GOLD stages 1–2, with 15% unclassifiable by GOLD criteria.

When compared with the relatively resistant cluster, this cluster was more likely to experience an exacerbation, have a higher MMRC dyspnoea score and BODE index, and more likely to have used the emergency room or been admitted to the hospital for a respiratory issue (table 3). The NHW subjects in this group show a strong genetic association with rs1980057 near the HHIP gene (p=4.4×10^−6). This cluster has a higher proportion of AAs than the airway-predominant and severe emphysema clusters (p<0.001) and a higher proportion of women compared with the relatively smoking-resistant and severe emphysema clusters (p<0.001).

Cluster 3: airway-predominant disease
Cluster 3 represents 27% of the training sample and is characterised by thicker airway walls, the lowest average emphysema of all clusters, and high BMI (p<0.001 for all measures). The overall distribution of GOLD 2007 stages in this group is similar to the mild upper zone emphysema cluster, with the exception of a higher proportion of GOLD stage 3 and unclassifiable individuals (figure 3).

This cluster is more likely than the relatively smoking-resistant cluster to report COPD exacerbations and lung-related healthcare use, and they have higher MMRC score and BODE index (table 3). It has a significantly higher proportion of women than the smoking-resistant and severe emphysema clusters (p<0.001), and the overall strength of genetic associations between this cluster and COPD SNPs is weak.

Cluster 4: severe emphysema
Cluster 4 represents 24% of the training sample and is characterised by severe airflow obstruction and severe emphysema (p values compared with other clusters <0.001). The average amount of emphysema in this group is high (mean emphysema = 15.26%), with nearly half of this cluster having greater than 20% emphysema. As shown in figure 3, most of the individuals in the severe emphysema cluster are GOLD stages 3–4, with a higher proportion of women compared with the smoking-resistant cluster (p<0.001) and a lower proportion of AAs (p<0.001).

Cluster 1 (relatively smoking resistant individuals) consists largely of control smokers and GOLD 1–2 individuals. Cluster 4 (severe emphysema) consists largely of GOLD 3–4 individuals. Clusters 2 and 3 (upper zone emphysema and airway-predominant) consist largely of control smokers, GOLD 1–2 and GOLD unclassifiable (GOLD U) individuals.

Table 2  Cluster characteristics in training and validation data for core feature set cluster solution, k=4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Training sample</th>
<th>Validation sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1: mean</td>
<td>C2: mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1: mean</td>
<td>C2: mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>58.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, % female</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, % African-American</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1, per cent of predicted</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>81.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1/FVC</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack years</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphysema at −950HU</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmental airway wall thickness</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper/lower emphysema ratio</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper/lower emphysema difference</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas trapping†</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values represent the mean of each variable for each cluster unless otherwise specified. Only the variables shown in bold were used as input variables for the primary clustering solution (CF4).

*p Value comparing mean in training to validation <0.05 for t test.
†%LAA using −856 Hounsfield unit threshold on expiratory CT scan.
C1, relatively resistant smokers; C2, mild upper zone-predominant emphysema; C3, airway-predominant; C4, severe emphysema.

Figure 3  Proportion of individuals in each Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD 2007) stage by core feature set clustering solution (k=4). Cluster 1 (relatively smoking resistant individuals) consists largely of control smokers and GOLD 1–2 individuals. Cluster 4 (severe emphysema) consists largely of GOLD 3–4 individuals. Clusters 2 and 3 (upper zone emphysema and airway-predominant) consist largely of control smokers, GOLD 1–2 and GOLD unclassifiable (GOLD U) individuals.
Cluster 4: severe emphysema
Cluster 4 represents 20% of the sample and is characterised by high emphysema, gas trapping and severe airflow obstruction (p<0.001 for all measures). This group consists primarily of GOLD 2–4 individuals. It has the lowest BMI, highest lifetime pack-years exposure, oldest average age (p<0.001 for all measures) and it is the most severely affected cluster in terms of COPD-related measures. The effect sizes of the associations between the severe emphysema cluster and the four COPD-related clinical variables are roughly twice as large as those observed for the upper zone emphysema and airway-predominant clusters.

This cluster is strongly associated with rs1980057 (p=0.001) near HHIP and rs8034191 (p=5×10⁻⁸) in the chromosome 15q locus that includes the nicotinic receptor genes CHRNA3 and CHRNA5 as well as IREB2 (table 3). It has a significantly higher proportion of NHWs than all other clusters and a higher proportion of male subjects than the mild upper zone emphysema and airway-predominant clusters (p<0.001).

Validation of the CF4 clustering solution
To validate the CF4 clustering solution, we examined the characteristics and associations of CF4 clusters in the validation data sample. The characteristics of the CF4 clusters in the training and validation samples were similar (table 2), demonstrating that the clusters can reliably be reproduced in a separate data sample.

The associations in the training and validation sample between CF4 clusters, COPD-related clinical measures and COPD SNPs are shown in table 3. For the clinical variables, all 12 of the associations are highly significant in training and validation. For the genetic risk factors, the two associations in the training sample with p values below the Bonferroni-determined threshold of p=0.0007 were both replicated at p ≤ 0.05 in the validation sample. Furthermore, of the 11 genetic associations observed with p ≤ 0.05 in the training sample, 7 were replicated at p ≤ 0.05 in validation.

Robustness of CF4 clusters after adjustment for GOLD stage
To determine whether the associations observed with these clusters and COPD-related clinical and genetic variables were driven by severity of airflow obstruction, we repeated the cluster association tests adjusting for GOLD 2007 stage and GOLD 2011 classes A–D (see online supplemental tables 2 and 3). All of the associations with clinical measures remained significant (p ≤ 0.001). This suggests that the discovered clusters provide information independent from COPD severity as defined by GOLD.

In regard to genetic associations, the cluster associations showed divergent behaviour in response to adjustment for GOLD 2007 stage and GOLD A–D classes. The genetic associations with cluster 4 were attenuated, whereas the strong association observed between cluster 2 (upper zone emphysema) and rs1980057 near HHIP was unaffected, suggesting that this association is due to properties of this cluster that are distinct from disease severity as assessed by the severity of airflow obstruction.

DISCUSSION
Using a large sample of smokers with a wide range of airflow obstruction and well characterised with respect to COPD features, cluster analysis identified solutions demonstrating strong association with clinically relevant COPD-related measures and high repeatability in cross-validation. A filtered subset of input

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Validation</th>
<th>C2: OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>C3: OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>C4: OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>C2: OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>C3: OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>C4: OR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exacerbations</td>
<td>2.27 (2.19 to 2.35)***</td>
<td>3.10 (2.92 to 3.27)***</td>
<td>3.61 (3.48 to 3.78)***</td>
<td>2.81 (2.60 to 3.03)***</td>
<td>3.24 (3.02 to 3.48)***</td>
<td>3.78 (3.48 to 4.10)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRC</td>
<td>2.81 (2.57 to 3.07)***</td>
<td>3.31 (3.02 to 3.62)***</td>
<td>4.67 (4.24 to 5.15)***</td>
<td>2.63 (2.32 to 2.99)***</td>
<td>3.65 (3.27 to 4.07)***</td>
<td>5.26 (4.78 to 5.78)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BODE</td>
<td>3.37 (3.06 to 3.78)***</td>
<td>4.63 (4.24 to 5.15)***</td>
<td>66.52 (60.06 to 73.67)***</td>
<td>2.62 (2.32 to 2.99)***</td>
<td>4.23 (3.87 to 4.61)***</td>
<td>52.64 (47.62 to 58.19)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalisations/ER visits</td>
<td>4.07 (3.75 to 4.43)***</td>
<td>5.05 (4.42 to 5.78)***</td>
<td>11.82 (9.98 to 14.00)***</td>
<td>3.05 (2.53 to 3.68)***</td>
<td>4.13 (3.52 to 4.86)***</td>
<td>8.03 (6.86 to 9.39)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs7671167 (FAM13A)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.87 to 1.04) NS</td>
<td>0.95 (0.87 to 1.04) NS</td>
<td>0.95 (0.87 to 1.04) NS</td>
<td>0.95 (0.87 to 1.04) NS</td>
<td>0.95 (0.87 to 1.04) NS</td>
<td>0.95 (0.87 to 1.04) NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs1980057 (HHIP)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.58 to 0.70)***</td>
<td>0.92 (0.85 to 0.98) NS</td>
<td>0.79 (0.72 to 0.86)***</td>
<td>0.79 (0.72 to 0.86)***</td>
<td>0.92 (0.85 to 0.98) NS</td>
<td>1.09 (1.02 to 1.17) NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs13180 (Chr15q25)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.75 to 0.89)***</td>
<td>1.04 (0.96 to 1.11) NS</td>
<td>0.82 (0.72 to 0.93)***</td>
<td>0.82 (0.72 to 0.93)***</td>
<td>1.04 (0.96 to 1.11) NS</td>
<td>0.82 (0.72 to 0.93)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs8034191 (Chr15q25)</td>
<td>1.33 (1.21 to 1.48)***</td>
<td>1.25 (1.15 to 1.36)***</td>
<td>1.50 (1.39 to 1.62)***</td>
<td>1.30 (1.18 to 1.42)***</td>
<td>1.30 (1.18 to 1.42)***</td>
<td>1.50 (1.39 to 1.62)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs7937 (Chr19q13)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.18 to 1.42)***</td>
<td>1.16 (1.08 to 1.24)***</td>
<td>1.46 (1.36 to 1.57)***</td>
<td>1.30 (1.18 to 1.42)***</td>
<td>1.16 (1.08 to 1.24)***</td>
<td>1.46 (1.36 to 1.57)***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Effect sizes represent OR from logistic regression or proportional odds logistic regression in the case of exacerbations, MMRC score and BODE index. In all instances, cluster 1 (ie, the cluster with the highest mean FEV1% of predicted) serves as the reference. Effect allele for rs7671167 = C, rs1980057 = T, rs13180 = C, rs8034191=C, rs7937=T.*0.01<p≤0.05; **0.001<p≤0.01; ***p≤0.001, NS p>0.05.

DISCUSSION
Using a large sample of smokers with a wide range of airflow obstruction and well characterised with respect to COPD features, cluster analysis identified solutions demonstrating strong association with clinically relevant COPD-related measures and high repeatability in cross-validation. A filtered subset of input...
features yielded a four-cluster result that is informative beyond the traditional COPD case-control distinction. These clusters can be described as (1) relatively smoking-resistant individuals, (2) individuals with mild upper zone-predominant emphysema and airflow obstruction, (3) individuals with airway-predominant disease and (4) individuals with severe obstruction and emphysema. In addition to being relevant clinically, some of these clusters are strongly associated with known COPD-associated variants. These clusters and associations were validated in a second data sample from the same study population.

This analysis presents novel findings about smoking-related pulmonary subtypes. We describe a mild upper zone emphysema-predominant cluster that has not been extensively described in previous studies and demonstrate that membership in this cluster is associated with a genetic variant in the HHIP gene. This cluster was identified in our study population for at least three reasons: first, our study population included CT scans from a range of smokers, including those with mild or no obstruction; second, we included emphysema distribution as an input feature for clustering; and third, our sample size is substantially larger than previously reported COPD cluster analysis studies. Our work also adds to the literature by (1) providing additional insight regarding the role of emphysema distribution in COPD heterogeneity, (2) substantially increasing the size of our sample is large and consists of a broad spectrum of smoking-related disease, and (3) individuals with severe obstruction and emphysema are more likely to be described as (1) relatively smoking-resistant individuals, (2) individuals with mild upper zone-predominant emphysema, (3) individuals with airway-predominant disease, and (4) individuals with severe obstruction and emphysema.

These results confirm some of the findings from previous subtyping efforts in COPD. First, most studies have identified a severely affected group, though the severity of emphysema and airway wall thickness in this group has been variable.12 21–23 Second, these findings affirm the concept of emphysema-predominant and airway-predominant COPD while providing additional insight regarding the role of emphysema distribution in COPD heterogeneity.2 5 13 21 22 24 25 26 The identification of emphysema-predominant and airway-predominant groups, however, has not been universal. Garcia-Aymerich et al did not identify an airway-predominant group, and instead identified a group with elevated BMI and increased comorbidities but with less prominent airway wall thickness on CT scan.12 In our study, the high average BMI and over-representation of women in the airway-predominant group is of clinical and epidemiological interest, and the female airway predominance recapitulates observations by Martinez et al in NETT.26

We examined the association of clusters with known COPD GWAS SNPs. While the directionality of associations varied between clusters for some SNPs, the analysed SNPs did show a consistent direction of effect compared with the previous COPD susceptibility association literature in the comparison of the relatively smoking-resistant cluster to the severe obstruction/emphysema cluster. The weak associations in our airway-predominant group are consistent with the findings in the ECLIPSE cohort, where no associations were identified with Pi10.27 In contrast, consistent associations with the HHIP and 15q loci were found for the severe and mild upper lobe-predominant emphysema groups. This association in the latter group is particularly notable since the airway-predominant group, with similar average lung function to the upper lobe-predominant group, shows no strong genetic associations. These results are congruent with ECLIPSE where the associations of these loci with radiologist-scored emphysema were stronger than that for FAM13A.28 29 Together, these findings suggest that genetic associations in COPD may be subtype dependent.

This work has some limitations. It focuses primarily on continuous spirometric and quantitative CT measures; however, other aspects of COPD such as biomarker measurements and comorbidities were not included either due to their absence from our data or due to limitations of the k-means clustering method, which can yield spurious results when applied to a mixture of continuous and categorical variables. In the future, approaches that evaluate a range of clustering methods and a wider set of variables will be of interest. However, as this work demonstrates, the inclusion of more input features does not necessarily yield better clustering results. The optimal selection of features for clustering (ie, feature selection) is a critical area for the application of unsupervised learning to disease subtyping that requires further exploration. This analysis is cross-sectional, and it is possible that these results may be confounded by differences in disease severity. This is an important limitation for all clustering efforts using cross-sectional data that could be addressed through analyses of longitudinal data or through the development of novel clustering methods. A number of subjects from the overall study were excluded from the clustering analysis due to missing data, primarily from CT scan-related variables, and there is some bias in the clustering subset compared with the excluded subjects. This limits the generalisability of the sample on which clustering was performed, though the included sample is large and consists of a broad spectrum of smoking-related disease.

In summary, k-means clustering in the COPDGene study identifies four groups of smokers that are associated with important COPD-related measures even after adjustment for GOLD stage. Genetic association analysis with known COPD-associated variants shows strong, cluster-specific associations with these known genetic risk factors. This clustering approach is reproducible in independent data sets, facilitating the further study and characterisation of these groups of smokers.
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